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Owned with Basin Angus Ranch, Hobson, MT; Express Angus 
Ranches, Yukon, OK; and Three Trees Ranch, Sharpsburg, GA

SURE BET is just that. Sired by Objective, out of a Lead On 
daughter of B/R Ambush 28’s full sister, he is poised to rise to 
the top of the breed for overall merit. The top adj. WW calf of 
his fall-born contemporary group, SURE BET was the number 
1 fall bull for $W and $B in the 2008 SydGen Sale where he 

was top-selling bull at $60,000. $30 per straw.
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The two top-performing bulls from the January 2006 SydGen calf crop, these powerful young sires have soared to the top of the 
sire summaries with their first progeny proof. They are the only sires to rank in the top 1% for both the $W and $B indexes on the 

young sire summary, and the only two bulls in the breed to combine that ranking with a scrotal EPD above breed average.young sire summary, and the only two bulls in the breed to combine that ranking with a scrotal EPD above breed average.
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young sire summary, and the only two bulls in the breed to combine that ranking with a scrotal EPD above breed average.young sire summary, and the only two bulls in the breed to combine that ranking with a scrotal EPD above breed average.

SydGen CC&7SydGen Mandate 6079
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Owned with TK Angus, Gordon, NE
This moderate-framed, long-bodied Objective son is pictured on the range at TK Angus.  
He offers true-blue calving ease with incredible growth, and sired the top-selling bull in 
the recent TK Angus bull sale. He ranks number 4 on the young sire summary for WW, 
number 3 for $W, and number 9 for $B. MANDATE’s first 37 progeny scanned ratio 112 

for IMF. $25 per unit.

SydGen Trust 6228
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Owned with JMJ Ranch, Hollis, OK
TRUST has a few spring calves on record, and several fall 

calves on the ground to verify his calving-ease. TRUST posted 
the highest actual and adjusted IMF scan in his contemporary 

group along with a 15.6 REA to help him earn an elite 
profile for carcass merit, with Marbling EPD in the top 1%. 

Exceptionally sound and easy fleshing. $16 per unit.

Owned with Hoover Angus, Tingley, IA
This powerful son of Connection combines eye-appeal with tremendous thickness 
and muscle, and a pedigree stacked for docility. He is the highest WW EPD sire on 
the young sire summary at his accuracy level, and sired the top-selling bulls in the 

recent Hoover Angus bull sale. CC&7’s first 65 yearling progeny ratio 105 for YW. 109 
progeny scanned ratio 100 for IMF and 103 for REA. $25 per unit.

For more information on these up-and-coming young sires, order an ORIgen directory 
by calling 1-866-867-4436, or go to their Web site at  www.ORIgenbeef.org.

These three up-and-coming sires have incredible potential as well, and we eagerly await their first progeny proof. Every one 
is out of a top young donor in our program with tremendous upside. Join us in sampling these top prospects!

19 sons at Hoover Angus averaged 
$7,187

Semen and additional information is available direct from us by calling 573-581-1225, and by visiting 
our Web site at www.sydgen.com. Free shipping is available on orders totaling $500 or more, and volume 

discounts are available. All AI Certs are $40.
Semen is also available from most local semen distributors through the ORIgen network, and from 

representatives of ABS Global.
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Reg. No. 15337433 (AMF) Reg. No. 15330743 (AMF)

SydGen Turbo 6684
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TURBO posted the top weaning and yearling weights in our 
largest fall-born contemporary group, gaining 4.71 lbs./

day, then ratioed 118 for IMF with a 15.5 REA to ratio 103. 
Phenotypically deep quartered with exceptional length, TURBO 
was also named the 2008 Missouri State Fair Grand Champion 

Bull. His calves on the ground are exciting. $20 per unit.
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15354674 (AMF) 15553710 (AMF)
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